Discussion
Theoretically the vectorcardiogram should be superior to the electrocardiogram in the diagnosis of strictly posterior myocardial infarction, since such infarctions usually shift the horizontal plane vector anteriorly preserving the normal counterclockwise rotation (Hugenholtz et al., I96I) . This occurred in 2I of 25 patients with coronary disease in this study. Fig. i is a diagram of the usual relation of the electrocardiogram to the vectorcardiogram in the presence of a strictly posterior infarction. The shift in the electrical forces anterior to the E point is not always recorded in the conventional chest leads on the electrocardiogram. The typical vectorcardiographic appearance of a strictly posterior infarction (an anterior o o4 sec vector, mean horizontal QRS axis in the left anterior quadrant, and either counterclockwise rotation or figure-of-eight rotation in the horizontal plane) was not associated with diagnostic electrocardiographic changes in any patient in this study ( Fig.  2 and 3) . On the basis of this study the electrocardiographic appearance of a posterior myocardial infarction seems unlikely unless there is associated inferior and/or lateral wall infarction (Toutouzas et al., 
I969).
When there is counterclockwise rotation in the horizontal plane, it is unlikely that the scalar electrocardiogram will demonstrate a prominent R wave in the anterior praecordial leads unless the initial forces are oriented anteriorly and to the right as occurs in lateral wall infarction. Two of the electrocardiograms compatible with posterior infarction in pa-II66 Gray, Corbin, King, and Dunn tients with coronary disease had vectorcardiograms with counterclockwise rotation in the horizontal plane and a prominent initial force in the right anterior quadrant. The o0o2 sec vector was to the right of I I0 degrees and the 0025 t o003 sec vector in the frontal plane was superiorly oriented compatible with a postero-infero-lateral infarction (Fig. 4) . There were 4 patients with coronary disease, whose electrocardiograms were abnormal, with clockwise rotation in the horizontal plane. Two of these patients had a prominent R wave H in V4R and V2, with vector loops demonstrating terminal forces in the right posterior quadrant compatible with posterolateral infarction (Fig. 5) . The other 2 patients had a right bundle-branch block on the electrocardiogram but in addition the vectorcardiographic horizontal plane loops were oriented entirely anteriorly consistent with a posterior infarction (Fig. 6) .
The aetiology of the false positive electrocardiograms and vectorcardiograms cannot be explained. Patients with thin chest walls might 
